Involvement of antibody production quantitative trait loci in the susceptibility to pristane-induced arthritis in the mouse.
Mice obtained by bidirectional selective breeding for high (HIII) or low (LIII) antibody (Ab) production are resistant or extremely susceptible to pristane-induced arthritis (PIA), respectively. Several quantitative trait loci regulating Ab production (Ab QTL) have been mapped in these lines, which were used to investigate the influence of these Ab QTL in PIA. Parental HIII and LIII mice and their F1 and F2 intercrosses were injected twice with pristane, and arthritis was observed for 200 days. In LIII mice PIA was more severe and incidence was 100% at day 105, while F1 and F2 mice showed intermediate values. HIII mice were totally resistant. Microsatellite polymorphisms of Ab QTL were analysed and D3Mit100 alleles cosegregated significantly with PIA incidence, severity and onset in F2 intercross mice, while the other four markers showed suggestive values. Results indicate colocalization of QTL for Ab production and PIA susceptibility. Moreover, the different cytokine and IgG isotype profiles observed in HIII and LIII lines after PIA induction are useful to candidate genes endowed with the regulation of the Ab production and arthritis phenotypes.